Jayden H in Year 2. Jayden attended our Football
tournament at United last week and he was an
amazing role model to all and displayed all the
Moorside values. Alongside this, he is an
incredibly kind and caring member of the Year 2
team who looks after all the children around
him. We are very proud of you Jayden – keep up
the great work!

Eden T, Scarlett H, Imogen Or, Ronnie R, Amelia
H – all red badges

98.9% Year 5

Dojo Team Winner

Nursery

Adelia H

Orange

Adelia has been trying really hard this week. She has
been showing all her friends how to sit nicely on the
carpet and listen carefully. I have spotted Adelia
saying kind things to her friends and this has made
me really happy. Keep up the good work Adelia!

RM

Harley L

Harley has been listening carefully and sharing his
ideas with others on the carpet. He always has a big
smile and is beaming with pride when he works hard
on his new learning. Well done Harley!

RC

Sean M

Sean has been really engaged with our learning this
week! He is quite an historian and has been proud
to share his historical knowledge with other
members of the class during our carpet discussions.
Keep it up Sean – you could have a great career
ahead of you!

1F

Maisie B

Maisie has been working hard all term. She is trying
her best and her hard work does not go unnoticed.
Keep up the good work Maisie! We are all very
proud of you.

1B

Saskia C-W

Saskia has been working incredibly hard in phonics
this week, and Mrs Orr has noticed a big difference
in her reading. Keep working hard Saskia!

2T

Melody B

Melody is a ray of sunshine in our class. She has
made us extremely proud over the last few weeks as
she has become an amazing mathematician through
her hard work and determination. Keep up the
brilliant work Melody!

2PR

Rose Oliver-M

Rose has worked incredibly hard this week and has
produced some fabulous work. Her setting
description in English is particularly good and Rose is
really thinking about how to engage the reader with
her writing. Keep up the good work Rose.

3S

Azra D

Azra is a fantastic example of what it is to be a
Moorside pupil. Her attitude to learning is amazing
and she never stops pushing herself to achieve the
next challenge. This week Azra has been using some
brilliant history vocabulary in planning her writing
and I can’t wait to see the end result. Keep it up!

3F

Daisy P

Daisy has been working really hard in her math. She
has a fantastic attitude to learning and puts in 100%
even when things are a little tricky. She brightens up
my day with her big smile and happy attitude. Daisy
had been really helpful this week for Mrs. Power. So
proud of you, Keep it up!

Reader of the week: London B
London has been working his socks off on reading plus recently, and has tried his best to read the
text carefully to get every question right. Your concentration is really paying off London, keep it
up!

4R

Areeba T

Areeba has been a magnificent pupil this week.
From her English writing, to her dedicated Math’s
work, Areeba demonstrates an eagerness to learn.
Well done, Areeba, keep it up!

4A

Mia C- G

Mia has produced some excellent pieces of work in
recent weeks. The quality of her newspaper report
in English was excellent and her reasoning and
problem solving skills in Maths are also of a
consistently high standard. Mia is an enthusiastic,
hard-working, well-liked member of our class. Well
done and keep up the hard work!

Reader of the week:
Rana S – Rana has made excellent progress on Reading Plus this year. Her comprehension and
fluency skills are going from strength-to-strength. Keep up the great work, Rana.

5T

Sophia C-W

Sophia is a very hardworking individual in year 5.
She can be quite pensive and ensures she is always
proud of her work. She works well independently
and collaborates well with others. Keep it up,
Sophia!

5C

Keris C

For really trying hard to apply herself in all areas of
her learning. Keris has written a brilliant nonchronological report this week and has impressed
the class with historical reasoning during class
discussions. Keep it up Keris!

Reader of the week:
Jesse L has been doing some great reading during guided reading sessions and makes sure he
changes his book regularly to keep challenging himself. Well done, Jesse!

6C

Nicole H

6I/P

Lacey-L L

Another fantastic week for Nicole. She is the
embodiment of what a Moorside child should be.
Aspirational, understanding, collaborative and
(rightly) proud of herself and her work. She is a
wonderful member of our class and a role model to
others.
Lacey-Lou's learning behaviours are outstanding.
She shows resilience when approaching new
challenges and takes pride in her work. With a new
found confidence, Lacey-Lou is contributing more
ideas to class discussion and pushing herself out of
her comfort zone.

Reader of the week: Cash Johnson-Davies Munagorri has shown great focus during in-class
reading sessions and is always enthusiastic when asked to read aloud or share his book with a
spot check. In addition, he enhances his learning at home by consistently using Reading Plus.
Great work Cash, keep it up!

